SNOWMOBILE OPERATORS:
1. PLEASE RESPECT PRIVATE PROPERTY.
2. USE EXTREME CAUTION ON LAKES AND STREAMS.
3. OBEY ALL STATE LAWS AND LOCAL ORDINANCES.
4. DO NOT OPERATE SNOWMOBILES ON HIGHWAYS.
5. PEPIN COUNTY ASSUMES NO LIABILITY AS TO TRAILS, MACHINES OR INDIVIDUALS.

- NOTICE -
These trails are mostly across private land. PLEASE DO NOT LITTER, STAY ON MARKED TRAILS and use DUE RESPECT to the landowners. It is only through their courtesy that these trails remain open!!!

LEGEND
US. Highway ................................
State Highway ................................
County Highway ..............................
Corridor ........................................
Snowmobile Trails ...........................
Gas Pump.....................................

FOR TRAIL CONDITIONS CALL:
715-672-SNOW

VILLAGE OF PEPIN

CITY OF DURAND

This map would not be possible without the support of our advertisers - please patronize them.

Need more maps? Call: Visitor’s Info.....715-672-5709